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Top Laurelists
Bruce Beard, MD 230
Jim McDanold, TN 104
Jon Kwiatkowski, NC 104
Paul Hakken, NJ 103
Barrington Beavis, UK 90
Mark Neale, RI 60
Pierre LeBoeuf, MD 54
Richard Fox, IL 50
David Fritsch, VA 40
Chuck Krueger, MA 28

Acquire (ACQ)

Attendance slipped from a record high of 93 
in 2007 to a near-record low in 2008 with the 

change to a three-round Swiss Elimination for-
mat (shortened to two rounds when many games 
went over the scheduled one-hour time limit).

One of the more interesting twists in the 
event was that 2006 Champion Matt Calkins 
had to face his local gaming club member Matt 
Amitrano twice. The first meeting was in the sec-
ond round, where Calkins squeaked out a win 
with $700 to spare. For the semi-final round, 
luck of the draw created a rematch. Amitrano 
dominated the contest by merging more than the 
other three players and maintaining his liquid-
ity while investing in the stronger hotels. After-
wards, Amitrano admitted that this was the first 
time he had bested Calkins in Acquire. As they 
say, timing is everything. Amitrano joined Steve 
Shambeda, Arthur Field, and Robert Buccheri in 
the Final.

In the Final, none of the players were able to 
found hotels in the first turn. The game turned 
into a heated match between Steve and Matt. 
Shambeda counted cards flawlessly, but he man-
aged little luck with the tiles. Amitrano erred on 
the stock count, which allowed 
Arthur to tie him in Fusion, but as 
in Matt’s semi-final victory, he was 
able to merge more. This allowed 
him to surpass Shambeda by near-
ly six grand to win with $43,700.

2008 Results
Matt Amitrano, VA
S. Shambeda, PA
Arthur Field, SC
O R. Buccheri, MD
O David Gantt, SC
O Kelsey Lee, PA

 Joe Lux, NY

31   1991-2008

18XX (8XX)

Only 34 challengers attempted to deny three-
time defending champion Bruce Beard his 

fourth consecutive title. Seven were new to the 
tournament. Four of those new arrivals quali-
fied for the semi-finals (though only two actu-
ally played). After a very narrow escape in his 
semi-final, Bruce Beard won his fourth straight 
18xx tournament.

In the Final, Akihisa took the Schuylkill at 
cost, Jim the C&SL for $45, Bruce the D&H for 
$75 and the M&H for $155, and Chuck the C&A 
for $250. Chuck then took the B&O private at 
$220. Subsequently, Bruce opened the PRR at 
$71. Akihisa took the B&O presidency by buying 
five B&O shares. Jim then opened the NYNH at 
$67, Bruce sold the D&H for $140, and Jim sold 
the CSL for $80. Thinking that Chuck would sell 
his three B&O shares to start his own RR, Jim sold 
one, but Chuck bought the sold share instead. 

Jim used the proceeds to invest in the PRR, 
but Bruce dumped it on him to open the B&M 
at $76. At that point, Chuck sold out his B&O to 
start the C&O at $71. The second wave of RRs be-
gan when Bruce started the NYC at $90, Akihisa 
opened the Erie at $67, and Chuck started the 
CanPac at $82. Jim and Akihisa traded control of 
the B&O and PRR. When the scramble for engines 

shook out, everyone but Bruce 
ended up needing a diesel, 
which was good enough for 
Bruce to win by 7%.

Matt Amitrano, VA 

2008 Results
Bruce Beard, MD
Jim McDanold, TN
Chuck Krueger, MA
Akihisai Tabei, JP
Jim Munson, UT
O Pierre LcBoeuf, MD

 Pierre LeBouef, MD

35   1991-2008

Bruce Beard, MD

Top Laurelists
Justin Childs, FL 88
Steve Shambeda, PA 51
David Gantt, SC 44
Matt Calkins, VA 42
Phil Bradley, IL 38
Jason Ley, WA 36
Gary Moss, MD 36
Matt Amitrano, VA 30
Ed Kendrick, UK 30
Jon Shambeda, PA 30



4 Century Events

Adel Verpflichtet (ADV) 

Nine former champions and eight of 2007’s 
ten semi-finalists played in the tournament, 

yet all of this year’s top six laurelists were new 
to the honor! 

In the Final, Beth Zhao was the first out of 
the gate, showing a highly coveted “CCC” open-
ing set, but Louis stole one of those lovely cards. 
All of the players advanced steadily by exhibiting 
and catching very busy thieves. (The $24K check—
highest in the game—was stolen four times early 
in the game.) Kevin was first around the first and 
second corners. Kevin, Brittany and Louis kept it 
neck-in-neck in the the final stretch until Brittany 
landed on the penultimate space before the finish 
line. At this point, Brittany was two spaces back, 
Kevin was three spaces, Louis five, Shea nine, and 
Beth 11. All five players went to the Castle for the 
(probable) last turn. Shea played a thief, while ev-
eryone else exhibited. Louis showed the best set, 
which moved him five spaces—one space past the 
finish line. Beth showed the second best exhibit 
and advanced three spaces. Kevin and Brittany did 
not advance. All four lost a card to Shea. 

In the final showdown, Shea’s  four stolen cards 
gave her the longest set, at 12 cards, allowing her to 

advance eight spaces, and putting her 
one space in front of Louis! However, 
Louis got his lead back—and the 
championship—when he revealed 
the second-longest set, with ten cards, 
moving him ahead four spaces. 

Advanced Civilization (ACV) 

In the eight-player Final, the three experienced 
players—defending champion Kevin Youells, 

GM Shantanu Saha, and Joe Lux—earned laurels, 
but newcomer Christina Harley took top honors. 
Other players fresh to the final round were Chris-
tina’s sister Rachel—who had defeated her father, 
2007 finalist Russell Harley, to advance; Brian Far-
relly; Jeff Bowers; and Janice Thorne.

Playing Africa, Jeff drew bad luck early, receiv-
ing five calamities in three turns. He decided to go 
the barbarian route, attacking Kevin’s Egypt and 
then Joe’s Illyria. Late in the game, he spent three 
consecutive turns without any cities and finished 
the game with only 1682 VPs, the lowest total ever 
recorded in a WBC Final.

Rachel’s Babylon was running away with the 
game early, when a tax revolt cost her six cities and 
removed her from contention. At one point, after a 
run of calamities, Kevin’s Egyptians were reduced 
to a lowly one city and 11 tokens. He managed to 
rebuild and was contending for the win, but he 
came up 200 points short.

Through it all, Christina laid low playing 
Thrace. She built eight cities quickly and main-
tained that level throughout. By the time she 
managed to buy 485 points of civilization cards 
in one turn, followed by 320 points 
to take the lead, it was too late to 
stop her rise. Gaining an additional 
460 points on the penultimate turn 
cemented her victory. 

Top Laurelists
Doug Galullo, FL 266
Joe Gundersen, IN 186
Kevin Youells, FL 174
Eric Gundersen, NJ 131
Shantanu Saha, NJ 103
Christina Harley, WA 50
Harald Henning, CT 50
Ted Mullally, NJ 50
John Morris, MD 40
Chris Robbins, UT 30

Top Laurelists
Ray Pfeifer, MD 104
John Pack, CO 73
Thomas Browne, PA 72
Tom DeMarco, NJ 72
Mark Geary, OH 57
Marc Houde, VA 42
Nick Henning, CT 36
Abby Cocke, MD 33
Louis Gehring, IN 30
Ken Gutermuth, NC 30

Christina Harley, WA

2008 Results
Christina Harley, WA
Kevin Youells, FL
Shantanu Saha, NJ
Rachel Harley, VA
Joe Lux, NJ
O Janice Thorne, OH

 Shantanu Saha, NY

30   1991-2008

2008 Results
Louis Gehring, IN
Shea Lawson, MD
Brittany Bernard, PA
O Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY
O Beth Zhao, TX
O David Meyaard, CT

 Tom DeMarco, NJ

64   1991-2008

Louis Gehring, IN
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Top Laurelists
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 135
Vince Meconi, DE 130
Jon Lockwood, VA 128 
John Popiden, CA 87
Randy Heller, MD 78
Ed Menzel, CA 76
Bert Schoose, IL 75
Lane Newbury, TX 48
Greg Smith, PA 44
Barry Smith, NY 30

Top Laurelists
J. R. Tracy, NY 258
Gary Mei, NJ  228
Paul Sidhu, NJ 204
Steve Pleva, OH 162
Brett Hildebran, OH 96
Kevin Valerian, MD 84
Jim Stahler, VA 48
Mark Pitcavage, OH 36
Jim Mehl, VA 33
Gary Trezza, NY 24

John Popiden, CA

Afrika Korps (AFK)

Eight of the former 12 winners compet-
ed in the tourney, with the Final com-

ing down to a match between 2005 champ 
John Popiden as the British and defending champ 
Bert Schoose as the Germans. The results turned 
out the same as in 2005, with John coming out on 
top. Bert opened with his customary “down and 
out” gambit. John almost allowed Bert to take To-
bruch on May I 1941, despite an earlier tournament 
loss versus Vince Meconi using the same opening. 
Just in time, John saw the error of his ways, and he 
managed to hold Tobruch. After the siege, where 
they took no losses, the Germans headed east, 
leaving the Italians to watch the British garrison. 

Bert’s supply line dried up quickly, with 
only four successful supplies from the start of 
the game through November. Taking advantage 
of the situation, Popiden counterattacked and 
killed a 3-3-10 on a 4-1 attack. Seeing the hand-
writing on the wall, the Germans headed back to 
assault Tobruch near November using four Holy 
Hand Grenade attacks over six turns! However, 
fate would have none of it—each attack resulted 
in an A back 2, and the game ground on.

By the end of January 1942, the British were 
advancing westward. Faced with the prospect of 
having to drive eastward against a 
substantially strengthened British 
force—even if he took Tobruch, Bert 
conceded the match, making John the 
fourth two-time champion..

Advanced Squad Leader (ASL)

After 18 years, ASL has completed 
its odyssey from flagship event of 

Avaloncon to WBC alsoran. Attendance 
dropped it from Century status, having lost 91% 
of its peak attendance of 130 in 1994 and 1995. Still, 
a strong group of contenders competed, including 
1999 Champion Steve “Gor Gor” Pleva and three-
time defending champion J.R. Tracy.

Round 1 featured the “Garage Hands” sce-
nario, with combined arms forces of Germans 
against Greeks.  Top German honors went to Col. 
William Stoppel, while the best Greek was for-
mer ASL Starter Kit champion Jim Munson. In the 
standard Round 2 SE all-infantry scenario “The 
Briefest Campaign,” attackers Tracy and Sumner 
Clarren took out defending Danes Jim Mehl and 
Rich Jenulis, while defenders Gor Gor and Gary 
Trezza defeated Stoppel and Munson.

The semi-final found Clarren’s French de-
fending against Tracy’s Germans, and Trezza 
defending against Gor Gor in the combined 
arms-piece “Valor in Defeat.” In the aftermath, 
Tracy took on Gor Gor in the Final’s “Ripples 
in the Pond” scenario. Tracy failed to prevent 
Gor Gor from exiting forces off the  
east-north-east of ASK mapboard 
“u” when he defended a little too far 
north than optimal. Although Tracy 
manhandled his guns out into the 
open where they could see the exit 
area, Gor Gor claimed victory.

2008 Results
John Popiden, CA
Bert Schoose, IL
Vince Meconi, DE
O Joe Beard, AZ
O Greg Smith, FL
O Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

 Jon Lockwood, VA
24   1991-2008

2008 Results
Steve Pleva, CT
J.R. Tracy, NY
Gary Trezza, NY
O Sumner Clarren, MD
O Bill Stoppel, VA
O Jim Mehl, VA

 Perry Cocke, MD

14   1991-2008

Steve Pleva, CT



6 Century Events

Top Laurelists
Pierre Paquet, QC 96
Martin Sasseville, QC 78
Richard Irving, CA 39
Mario Veillette, QC 36
Michael Holmquist, WI  24
Nathalie Malenfont, QC 18
Peter Staab, PA 18
Craig Moffitt, NJ 12
Keith Altizer, FL 12
Charlie Kersten, OH 9

Top Laurelists
Bill Crenshaw, VA 325
Jeff Mullet, OH 304
Ewan McNay, CT 256
Ken Gutermuth, TX 189
Harald Henning, CT 187
Chris Byrd, CT 186
Steve Simmons, NJ 185
Kevin Sudy, VA 126
Carl Damcke, IL 120
Mark Smith, KY 84

Age of Steam (AOS)

Two-time defending champion Martin Sasse-
ville qualified for the Final, but he could not 

pull off a third championship, settling for fouth. 
His Quebec neighbor 2005  champion Pierre Pa-
quet bettered his runner-up finishes from the 
past two years to win his second WBC title. 

The Final—on the Germany map—started off 
rather conservatively, with two players taking two 
loans and the others taking one. Early on, players 
were congratulating Mario on his victory, since he 
was alone in the south. By the end of Turn five, Na-
thalie had income of $19 while all of the others had 
incomes of $18. Loans kept the game less tight than 
income made it appear. 

On Turn 6, Martin made two 6-link runs, gen-
erating only $5 of income from each, with Nathalie 
getting $1 from each.  On Turn seven, Mario took 
two additional loans, and Pierre became the last to 
max out his train. Both Mario and Pierre completed 
two runs of six links with each of them getting all 
$6 of income on both runs. On the final turn, Pierre 
generated $6 on one of his two runs, while Mario 
managed to generate $6 on both of his. 

When the game ended, Pierre, Nathalie and 
Mario each had $34 of income to Martin’s $29.  
However, Pierre had only issued seven shares ver-
sus 11 by Nathalie, Mario 14 and 
Martin 12. Although Nathalie had 
the most track segments (21), the 
difference in loans gave Pierre a 
ten-point victory over Nathalie.  

Age of Renaissance (AOR)

Qualifiers Jeff Mullet, Steve Simmons, Ted Sim-
mons, Mark Smith, and Kevin Sudy made the 

Final a real knock-down drag-out fight. Tough 
negotiations started almost immediately. A Turn 
2 Crusades play by the elder Simmons as London 
and the leader factory coming from the junior Sim-
mons’ Genoese soon had everyone taking bets 
which Simmons would win.

As the morning progressed, the group pro-
ceeded in an unusually card hoarding, product 
targeting fashion. A timely Shortage card made 
possible an exciting end game, with 26 cards re-
maining for final card play. Each nation picked 
its target commodities, with London in Spice and 
Gold, Paris in Silk, Genoa in Cloth and Grain, and 
Barcelona in Metal.

Mark Smith’s Venice tried the classic Enlight-
ened Ruler end game, but it was not enough to 
elevate him out of fifth place. London was one 
of the last nations to buy Seaworthy, and despite 
Steve’s portfolio of high value commodities, he 
took fourth. The titans of the turn seemed to be 
Kevin Sudy’s Paris vs. Genoa, each with totals 
in advances around 1200, while all three of the 
other contenders had 960! Deft negotiations by 
Barcelona and a stealthy payout of metal result-

ing in $500+ ending cash brought 
Jeff Mullet the win. A very shocked 
and surprised Ted Simmons came 
in second, followed closely by arch 
rival Kevin Sudy.

2008 Results
Pierre Paquet, QC
Nathalie Malenfont, QC
Mario Veillette, QC
O Martin Sasseville, QC
O Michael Kaltman, PA
O Barb Flaxington, NJ

 Pete Staab, OH
32   2004-2008

2008 Results
Jeff Mullet, OH
Ted Simmons, NJ
Kevin Sudy, VA
O Steve Simmons, NJ
O Mark Smith, KY
O Tedd Mullally, NJ

 Tedd Mullally, NJ
24   1996-2008

Jeff Mullet, OH Pierre Paquet, QC
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Top Laurelists
John Coussis, IL 131
Ken Rothstein, NY 82
Robert Sohn, PA 74
Chris Storzillo, NJ 70
Brandon Bernard, PA 64
Michael Musko, IN 50
Jack Jaeger, VA 50
Erica Kirchner, KY 40
Jonathan Fox, FL 40
Tom Richardson, VA 36

Top Laurelists
Nate Hoam, OH 54
L. Dan Hoffman, MD 30
Vassili Kyrlos, NY 30
Michael Mullins, MA 30
Bruce Reiff, OH 30
Holliday Jones, MD 20
Luke Koleszar, VA 18
Matt Calkins, VA 18
Richard Meyer, MA 18
George Sauer, OH 18

2008 Results
L. Dan Hoffman, MD
Nate Hoam, OH
Steve Koleszar, VA
O Heather Palenshus, OH
O Davyd Field, SC
O Lisa Gutermuth, FL

 Debbie Gutermuth, TX
91   2004-2008

2008 Results
 Erica Kirchner, KY
Tom Richardson, VA
Matt Fagan, NJ
Dee Ann Gehring, IN
O Luke Koleszar, VA
O Stephane Dorais, QC

 Henry Richardson, VA
67   1996-2008

L. Dan Hoffman, MD Erica Kirchner, KY

Alhambra (ALH)

Only one former Laurelist—2005 champion 
Nate Hoam—advanced into the Final. 

Other finalists were Heather Palenshus, who 
won her semi-final game by one point over Lisa 
Gutermuth, garnering Lisa sixth place; Legend 
Dan Hoffman, who easily eliminated former 
Laurelists Jeff Mullet, Bruce Reiff, and Matt Am-
itron; Steve Koleszar, who won his Semi by only 
2 points; and Davyd Field, who knocked out GM 
Debbie Gutermuth.

When the first scoring round of the Final 
was pulled right before his turn, Davyd had no 
buildings, while the others had from two to four 
buildings each. Once again, the second scoring 
round came out just before Davyd’s turn. Leg-
end Dan and Heather were neck-in-neck for the 
lead. Although Nate had the longest wall and the 
most buildings, he was tied for third with Steve. 

When the end of the game was triggered, 
Davyd had about the same number of build-
ings as the rest, and he had tied Legend Dan for 
longest wall, but he was too many points behind 
for it to make a difference. Heather lost her lead 
in many of the buildings, which dropped her 
to fourth place. Second and third 
place were close, with only one 
point separating their final scores. 
At the final accounting, Legend 
Dan managed to finish 12 points 
ahead of anyone else to become the 
champion.

Air Baron (ABN)

A banker’s roll of 3 started everyone off in the 
Final with a fair amount of cash ($4 to $8). 

Orange won the $1 Contract with a $3 bid, only 
to lose it to Blue on Round 2 (also for $3), before 
showing a profit. The Bid for Contract then went 
to the bottom of the draw cup where it stayed for 
seven rounds, until Orange won the $3 Contract 
with a $9 bid on Round 9. Alas, he barely broke 
even before the Bid reemerged in Round 12 and 
went back to Blue for $16.

In the early rounds, everyone employed a 
“butterfly”strategy—buying one spoke in sev-
eral hubs in an effort to maximize profit oppor-
tunities. Red was the first player to declare Fare 
Wars, taking the plunge in Round 5. Round 7 
saw Yellow take out the first loan and immedi-
ately draw $31 in profits, just before Recession 
struck in Round 8. By Round 10, Blue had three 
Jumbo Jets in Chicago, with all four domestic and 
both foreign spokes, a single spoke each in Atlanta 
and DCA, and a good stack of cash. That stack im-
proved when another player drew Frankfurt, giv-
ing Blue a $40 payout. In Round 11, the only Jumbo 
Profit marker of the game was drawn, benefitting 
four of the five players. On Round 12, Blue won the 
$4 Contract, successfully defended Chicago from a 

Fare Wars encroachment, and col-
lected another $40 for Frankfurt. 
On Round 13, Blue drew no ca-
lamities and declared victory with 
$170 market share and $161 cash!



8 Century Events

2008 Results
Robert Ryan, MI
Tom Oleson, WA
Robert Frisby, VA
O Chris Harris, TN
O Paul Fletcher, CT
O John Clarke, FL

 Bob Ryan, MI
17   1991-2008

Top Laurelists
Arthur Field, SC 83
Greg Thatcher, CA 54
Nick Anner, NY 51
Evan Tannheimer, MA     42
Kevin Wojtaszczyk 40
Rich Meyer, MA 30
Eric Freeman, PA 30
Sam Atabaki, CA 30
Mike Kaltman, PA 27
Andrew Gerb, MA 27

2008 Results
Greg Thatcher, CA
Eric Freeman, PA
Doug Smith, PA
O Rich Meyer, MA
O Alex Bove, PA
O Ilan Woll, CT

 Jeremy Billones, VA
67   2003-2008

Top Laurelists
Robert Ryan, MI 192
Paul Fletcher, CT 131
Mike Sincavage, VA 114
Tom Oleson, WA 112
Stephen Likevich, OH   74 
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 32
Carl Walling, PA 30
Chris Harris, VA 25 
Paul O’Niel, MD      21
Mark Bayliss, UK 17Robert Ryan, MI Greg Thatcher, CA

Anzio (ANZ) 

Advancing into the semi-final were 
Tom Oleson who had amassed 79 

tournament points; Bob Ryan, with 65; 
and Robert Frisby and Chris Harris, with 44 
points each. Tom managed to defeat Chris, while 
Bob eliminated Robert. 

The Final began with Tom’s Allies landing at 
Salerno. The game proceeded in what would be 
called a relatively “normal” fashion with both 
sides punching and counter-punching until the 
November 1 turn, when the Allies invaded at 
Mondragone! The second invasion effectively cut 
off two German divisions just north of Naples. 

The Germans counter-attacked and dug in 
from Formia to Foggia. The November 3 turn 
saw the Allies attacking full bore toward Termo-
li. The Allies still had their fourth Port counter in 
hand and wanted to open a Port on the east side 
of the boot (though this never did happen). 

On the December 2 turn the Allies went 
back to putting the pressure on at Formia, but 
they could not get even a “stick” to force the 
German to either attack or backup. Deciding to 
hold at Formia to protect Terracina and stacking 
as much as possible at Casino meant the game 
came down to a series of attacks by the Allies to-
ward Termoli. 

The game ended after 
the December II turn fol-
lowing two consecutive ‘1’ 
die rolls by the Germans.  

Amun-Re (AMR)

For the second straight year, one of the alter-
nates who advanced to the semi-final (there 

were five this year) managed to win the entire 
tournament. In the Final, Alex Bove was first 
Pharaoh, a position he would hold for four of the 
six rounds, but one that he could not effectively 
exploit. Rich Meyer opened a 16-13-9-8-8 lead in 
the Old Kingdom on the strength of two power 
cards and economical bidding—Rich bid 1 all 
three rounds, which netted him four free farmers 
towards the nine-farmer power card. Eric Free-
man dropped the -3 all three rounds. 

Greg Thatcher’s consistent 3 bids got him the 
Pharaoh for Rounds 3 and 4, and after the flood, 
a bid of 21 with blocker got him Avaris already 
with three pyramids. When he also snagged Da-
manhur for 21 in Round 5, he was able to score 
two power cards of his own and 33 in the New 
Kingdom for a 41-34-33-32-30 win.

Having the Most Pyramids (11-10, 40-39 
four-year) remains a more reliable path to vic-
tory than Most Cash (8-13, 27-52 four-year) or 
the halftime lead (7-14, 34-45 four-year). 

Two issues came up in the tournament this 
year. One involved slow play. A cou-
ple of games had to be called at the 
end of Round 5. The second was that 
there was difficulty finding enough 
copies of the game for the 10 games 
in Heat 2. Bring yours, even if you 
don’t expect to need it!
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Top Laurelists
Bill Edwards, VA 56
Daniel Hoffman, NC 52 
David Sidelinger, CT 40
Kaarin Engelmann, VA 35
John Conlon, OK 33
Steve Caler, PA 32
Buck Karpowitz, DC 30
Brian Conlon, OK 28
Greg Courter, MI 24
Rob Schoenen, PA 20

2008 Results
 Kaarin Engelmann, VA
Daniel Hoffman, NC
O Chris Janiec, CO
O Alex Gesing, NY
O Andrew Cummins, UK
O Geoff Allbutt, NY

: Rob Mull, CO
34   1991-2008

Top Laurelists
John Coussis, IL 102
Roy Gibson, MD 100
Rob Winslow, NY 95
Scott Buckwalter, MD 90
Henry Richardson, VA    60
Bob Eastman, OK 60
Robert Barnes, WV 50
Ben Knight, MD 49 
Pat Mirk, FL 45
John Elliott, MD 44

2008 Results
Bruce Young, SC
John Coussis, IL
Stephen Cuyler, NY
Gary Libby, RI
O Ben Knight, MD
O Matt Evinger, PA

 John Coussis, IL
124   1998-2008

Kaarin Engelmann, VABruce Young, SC

Attack Sub (ATS)

The Malvinas remained in Argentinian 
hands in a majority of the Scenario D 

games played, winning 13 times to the 
Brits four. It appears people have been practicing 
using the diesel subs to best advantage.

For the Final (as well as both of his SE games), 
two-time champion Dan Hoffman selected Sce-
nario E (Rebel Without a Cause). Former Laurelist 
Kaarin Engelmann picked the Soviet surface force, 
even though she admitted she barely remembered 
the rules for surface ships and helicopters. 

The Renegade got off to a bad start breaking 
its sensor with its first two sonar attempts, but 
Dan came back quickly to detect the Simferopol, 
though he only managed to damage it. The surface 
force had its own detection problems and had only  
managed No Attack contact on the Renegade by 
the beginning of the second deck. Again the Ren-
egade attempted to launch missiles but failed, 
while the surface force—with a hand full of Close/
Open Range cards—steadily closed the distance. 
At Contact 1, she fired and missed. She fired again 
at Contact 2 but only damaged the Renegade. The 
Renegade used Damage Control to repair itself, 
just before the surface force fired again and missed. 
At that point, the Renegade took a shot, but also 
missed. Not to be undone, the surface force fired 
again, missed, then fired for a hit 
to sink the Renegade, making 
Kaarin the first female Attack Sub 
champion in 18 years. 

Atlantic Storm (ACS)

Highlights from the heats included 16 of 40 
games using Pacific Typhoon instead of At-

lantic Storm; Tim Evinger rolling three straight 3’s 
on two dice; Mike Masella winning his heat after 
learning the game only 15 minutes earlier; a mul-
titude of snake-eyes rolled by the Tirpitz; and a 
giant Battleship battle (Bismark & Tirpitz vs. King 
George V and Duke of York) that ended in a tie.

The Final was quite the “Murderer’s Row” of 
veteran gamers as Matt Evinger, Bruce Young, 
Stephen Cuyler, Garry Libby, designer Ben 
Knight, and long time GM and Pacific Typhoon 
developer John Coussis gathered around the 
table. Bruce started out strong taking a 7VP con-
voy on the second hand. At the midpoint, Bruce, 
John and Stephen were all showing 11-12 convoy 
points (although John had been able to salt away 
a few more spoils cards than the others).

Play continued relatively calmly. John pulled 
ahead in convoy points, but not by much. The 
game came down to the final hand, and it was 
a hand to remember for Bruce. Having the lead 
and choosing a 6VP 1943 convoy, Bruce played 
Admiral Tovey, two British Battleships, and Raid 
on St. Nazaire to effectively shut everyone else 
out of the hand. After the moaning and groaning 
and head shaking was over, Bruce took the 6 VP’s 

without challenge. Those 6 
points made the difference, 
allowing Bruce to overtake 
John by four points.



10 Century Events

Top Laurelists
Philip Shea, VA 188
Kevin Keller, MD 162
Joe Powell, VA 156
Pat Mirk, FL 99
Phil Rennert, MD 96
Tim Rothenhoefer, MD    68
Brian Fitzpatrick, VA 54
Ty Hansen, DC 52
Charles Michalek, NV   40
Andrew Murphy, PA 36

Axis & Allies (A&A)

Victories by 1999 champ Kevin Keller and for-
mer Laurelist Matt Tolman in the semi set up 

a Final rematch of a third round match that Kevin 
had won as the Axis. This time he opted for the 
Allies.The first turn saw early dead zoning of ter-
ritories on the Eastern Front by the Germans and 
Soviets. The USSR was active in the Soviet Far 
East and China and started pushing westward 
on the Eastern Front. The Japanese swatted an 
early UK incursion in Borneo and then reclaimed 
their Asian mainland holdings, though they lost 
French Indochina to US armor.

On Turn 3, the German Baltic Fleet dashed 
out to sea, setting up a Turn 4 Transatlantic lunge 
for Eastern Canada, while the UK fleet entered 
the Baltic and took Eastern Europe, though not 
for long. The Germans fell back in the face of a 
large USSR force, but they managed to clear out 
the UK forces. At the same time, the Japanese 
wiped out US armor in China and took India and 
Buryatia, while the US took New Guinea. As the 
USSR took Ukraine, West Russia, and Belorussia, 
the UK grabbed Norway and Eastern Europe. Ja-
pan countered by capturing the Egyptian VT, but 
the US took the VTs of Borneo and East Indies. 
In the final round, Soviet armor 
massed on Berlin and the US 
took the Philippines VT.

With that, Kevin Keller be-
come a two-time champ with a 
win in each of the A&A editions.

Top Laurelists
Bruce Reiff, OH 70
Arthur Field, SC 38
George Sauer, OH 34
Jeff Mullet, OH 30
Jon Lockwood, VA 22
Mike Stanley, OH 20
James Tyne, OH 20
Ray Stakenas II, MI 20
Andy Gardner, VA 20
David Brooks, TN 20

2008 Results
Kevin Keller, MD
Matt Tolman, UT
Ty Hansen, DC
Patrick Mirk, FL
O Joseph Powell, VA
O Dan Pasaric, NY

 Craig Yope, MI
17   1999-2008

2008 Results
 Mike Stanley, OH
Jeff Mullet, OH
O Ken Gutermuth, NC
O Mike Buccheri, MD
O John Schoose, IL
O Robert Buccheri, MD

 Bruce Reiff, OH
37   1993-2008

Kevin Keller, MDMike Stanley, OH

Auction (AUC) 

Highlights of the preliminaries includ-
ed Reiko Brooks scoring a tourney 

high $9710 to advance, Robert Buccheri 
beating both four-time champion Bruce Reiff and 
1996 champ Bruce Monnin (who scored a tour-
ney low of $1050), Carol Haney beating former 
champ Andy Gardner to advance, Bruce Bernard 
eliminating Reiff’s chance for more laurels, and 
Kevin Wojtaszczyk ending defending champ Jon 
Lockwood’s reign. 

After the Mulligan and first round, 11 win-
ners and one runner-up advanced. In the first 
semi-final game, Mike Buccheri took a quick de-
cision with a complete set of jewelry. The second 
game saw Ken Gutermuth win handily with a 
set of rare miscellany. The third game advanced 
two Cabbies—returning laurelist Jeff Mullet and 
Mike Stanley, who backed into the Final with the 
best second place score. (He had taken a refresh-
er course from Ken, Jeff, and Bruce Reiff earlier 
in the week.)

The Final was as long as the semi was short. 
Jeff had inherited enough to win the game ($7570) 
but could never get in the auction to declare, even 
after bidding every cent he had. Mike just kept 
plugging away at Jewelry. He finally pulled a fifth 

and declared. Would it be enough? 
It was. Mike won with a total of 
$8150, Jeff was second at $7570, Ken 
Gutermuth finished with $5140, and 
Mike Buccheri had $4330. 
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Top Laurelists
Paul Risner, FL 169
William Rohrbeck, NH 102
Richard Moyer, MN 96 
Keith Hunsinger, OH 90
Dan Dolan Sr., NJ 60
Dave Long, NC 60
Stephen Quirke, WI 55
Eric Stranger, OH 52
Judy Krauss, PA 42
Jim LeVay, MA 40

Top Laurelists
Jeff Cornett, FL 60
Philip Shea,VA 54
David Metzger, NY 33 
Ben Knight, MD 33
Larry Lingle, PA 30
Robert Eastman, NV 30
Barry Shoults, MI 30
Josh Githens, SC 30
Ilan Woll, CT 30
Jeff Mullet, OH 27

2008 Results
Jeff Cornett, FL
Michael Dauer, TX
David Metzger. NY
O John Shaheen, MA
O Bill Alderman, VA
O Pat Mirk, FL

 Peter Card, UK
48   2001-2008

2008 Results
Dan Dolan Sr, NJ
Rich Moyer, MN
Ken Richards, SC
Jim Miller, TN
Eric Stranger, OH
Steve Munchak, VA

 Dave Terry, MD
46   1992-2008

Jeff Cornett, FLDan Dolan Sr, NJ

Battle Cry (BCY)

Eight players—the four best CSA and four best 
USA—advanced from the preliminary three 

rounds, which used the Murfreesboro, Franklin 
and Falling Waters scenarios. In the quarter-final—
Dennis Snow’s Petersburg Crater scenario—Bill 
Edwards pulled off the unusual feat of winning as 
the Union without ever exploding the mine, but he 
failed to advance when David Metzger barely beat 
him on the tie-breaker. David didn’t emerge from 
the semi-final, though, when 2006 champion Jeff 
Cornett managed to survive an all-out sweeping 
cavalry charge against his Union right flank.

Cornett faced Michael Dauer in the Final, 
which used Brian Bradford’s Perryville scenario. 
The Confederate player must defend the two Per-
ryville town hexes which are each worth one flag 
to the Union. In the first battle, Jeff exploited this 
by edging forward to threaten Perryville so that 
Michael was forced to defend one hex forward on 
the hill line where Jeff could pick away at the de-
fenders. In the return leg, Jeff chose a key moment 
to play an All Out Offensive card. Michael an-
swered with a counterattack, but the stuffing had 
been knocked out of his army and his fourth flag 
was soon captured. On the edge of concession (as 
he faced a 3-6 flag deficit from the first game), he 
tried to chase a Confederate unit 
with an attached general off the 
battlefield for a 6th and 7th flag, 
but Jeff managed to take another 
flag and regain his crown.

B-17 (B17)

Only two pilots have completed all 50 mis-
sions in 17 years of tournament history: four-

time champ Paul Risner and 2005 champ Keith 
Hunsinger. For 2008, Mission 1 took us to Schwein-
furt to bomb the ball-bearing factories. Losses were 
heavy and many veterans were knocked from the 
sky. Less than half made it to the drop-zone able to 
deliver their bombs, and more than 120 crew mem-
bers were killed or captured. Needless to say, this 
was an inauspicious start to the campaign.

Mission 2—the 50th mission as a squadron—
was a record-breaker! The bombers were directed 
to Regensburg to destroy an aircraft factory. With-
out enough fuel to return to England after reach-
ing the target zone, we had to fight our way across 
Germany, Italy, and the Med to land in Tunis. Of 
the 46 forts making the raid, only 33 reached the 
target and more than 120 crewmen were killed or 
captured in the effort. 

Mission 3 saw us head to Bordeaux. Those that 
made it through were to land in England. Losses 
were lighter on the outbound leg of this mission, 
with 36 planes reaching the target. Heavy fighter 
defenses took their toll on the inbound leg, with 
22 planes lost, overall. As the stragglers wobbled 
home, it became apparent that fortune had favored 
a new player. After all the scores were tabulated, 

the “Squadron by the Door” (res-
ident squadron of Risner and-
Hunsinger) had produced yet 
another champion: Dan Dolan!
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2008 Results
Steve Likevich, OH
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ
Forrest Pafenberg, VA
O Bill Morse, VA
O Randy Heller, NH
O Vinny Sinigaglio, NJ

 Frank Sinigaglio, NJ
18   1991-2008

Top Laurelists
Allen Kaplan, NJ 30
Keith Levy, MD 30
Steve Lollis, MD 18
Matt Evinger, PA  18
Alex Bell, MD 12
Jim Shaw, PA     12
Michael Shea, CT 9
Chris Ellis, FL 9
Bill Powers, VA 9
James Dougherty, PA 3

Allen Kaplan, NJSteve Likevch, OH

BattleLore (BLR)

Early rounds used the original Lore scenario, 
Wizards and Lore. In these rounds, Sire Ber-

trand, the French leader, and Sir Robert, the Eng-
lish leader, split the games evenly. It was an all-
around slaughter. The Quarter-Final singled out 
the eight best for single elimination. The mighty 
French leader won in five of eight games. 

The four winners advanced to the semi-final 
field of battle, the Crossing of the Rhone. In these 
games, the players chose their own councils to lead 
their forces. These battles were fairly quick to the 
slaughter, and winners came out quickly. None of 
the battles ended without deep scars in the win-
ner’s lines, though, and many of them were close.

In the Final pairing, we brought in the fa-
mous dwarves and not-so-famous goblins to 
join the fray West of the Rhone. We were down 
to our two wisest and strongest players—Allen 
Kaplan and Steve Lollis. When they sat down to 
battle it out, there was a major upset. The goblins 
outlived the dwarves and even succeeded in kill-
ing many of them. By the end of the game, the 
goblins were intact while nearly every dwarf on 
the field had fallen.

Next year, all scenarios will use full Lore 
rules. Emphasis will be on Lore play, not his-
toric. Three rounds of swiss play will 
advance top four to single elimina-
tion. Tie-breakers will be number 
of banners won followed by pieces 
eliminated..

Battle of the Bulge ‘81 (B81)

On 16PM of the Final, the defend-
ing champ Steve Likevish’s Allies 

allowed Frank Sinigaglio’s Germans a 
free run in the south, though they were limited 
by the roadblock caused by the engaged 28/109. 
The Germans got adjacent to St. Vith and broke 
the Clerf River line. On 17AM, it looked like 
there could be a rout in the making as the Ger-
mans blitzed adjacent to Bastogne. They had a 
bit of bad luck, though, in the center as 16/116, 
just behind the Allied line, was eliminated on 
an unlucky exchange. If 16/116 rolled anything 
but the exchange, the road from the north would 
have been cut through Vielsalm. Steve coun-
terattacked at Bastogne to hold the line, but he 
couldn’t build a fort in the intersection.

On 17PM, there was no movement except in 
the south, where Frank’s Germans got across the 
Sauer River east of Martelange. German attacks 
all along the line yielded contacts or engaged 
results, which gave Steve’s Americans a respite. 
The Americans again rolled a stick at Bastogne. 
On the 18AM and 18PM turns, the Germans 
rolled crap, allowing Steve to hold a fort-less 
Bastogne. The Germans got next to Neufchateau, 
causing consternation at SHAEF HQ back in Co-
lumbus. Eventually, the Germans took Bastogne, 

eliminated 18 Allied units 
and lost less than four mecha-
nized or arty, but they still fell 
one short of the win.

2008 Results
Allen Kaplan, NJ
Steve Lollis, MD
Alex Bell, MD
O Michael Shea, CT
O Bill Powers, VA
O Mark Guttag, VA

 Mary Ellen Powers, VA
26   2007-2008

Top Laurelists
Steve Likevich, OH 152
Forrest Pafenberg, VA 94
Bill Morse, VA 57
Bob Ryan, MI 57
Phil Evans, VA 52
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 51
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ 39
Randy Heller, MD 21
John Grant, Jr., CT 20
John Clarke, FL 19
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Top Laurelists
Randy Heller, NH 186
Tom Gregorio, PA    151
Bob Ryan, MI 116
Phil Evans, VA 94
Forrest Pafenberg, VA 57
Steve Likevich, OH 57
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 54
Mike Mitchell, GA 38
John Grant Jr, CT 35
Bill Morse, VA 30

Bitter Woods (BWD)

In the Mulligan, former champion and Deluxe 
Bitter Woods designer Randy Heller defeated 

teammate Forrest Paffenberg and Mike Mitchell 
bested 2006 champion Steve Likevich. Defend-
ing champion Tom Gregorio pulled out a tight, 
adjudicated win in Round 1. In the same round, 
Larry Hollern, this year’s wildcard, surged past 
former Laurelist Mike Mitchell.   

In the semi-final, a successful Heller Skorzeny 
Sneak along the Malmedy to Eupen road landed 
the FJ150 in Eupen. However, Eupen was then sur-
rounded with the FJ150 and Dietrich in it. Next to 
Eupen was a surrounded 7 Armor regiment. Morse 
brought in the whole 30ID and attacked but forgot 
to allocate his air, Randy used his. A D1 resulted, 
and a slugfest started. During one of Randy’s at-
tacks against the 7th armor unit Randy didn’t 
notice a range of 5 on an artillery unit, oops! Nu-
merous attacks took place on both sides with ENG 
or CA results, all deadlocked! Randy eventually 
crushed the Americans and was victorious. In the 
other game, Forrest scrambled to stop Tom’s Ger-
mans. On the 18 AM turn he left some holes near 
Bastogne, the Germans had Parker’s Crossroads 
and Tom built a bridge leading to an advance into 
Eupen and took the victory.

Tom played well in the Final, 
and Randy made a few missteps. 
Ultimately, Randy couldn’t crack 
the American defenses, and Tom 
won a third BWD championship. 

2008 Results
Tom Gregorio, PA
Randy Heller, NH
Forrest Pafenberg, VA
O Bill Morse, VA
O Marty Musella, VA
O Larry Hollern, TX

 Ed Witkowski, VA
22   1999-2008

Battles of the Am. Revolution (BAR)

Five past champions threw their hats into the 
competition. Newcomer David Stiffler had the 

honor of knocking 2006 champ Andy Maly out in 
Round 1’s Eutaw Springs. In Round 3’s Monmouth, 
Bruno Sinigaglio and John Vasilakos fought to 
a draw, as did David Stiffler and John Foley. A 
comparison of tournament points revealed that 
Bruno and David had the best overall records, so 
they advanced to the semi-final, along with GM 
Mark Miklos and Dale Long. Both British armies 
won marginal victories, with Dale prevailing over 
David and Mark over Bruno. Although Bruno and 
David were tied in tournament and victory points, 
Bruno’s slight advantage in Army Morale allowed 
him to advance to the Final with the two winners.

Three-player Savannah puts the Franco-Ameri-
can Allies into the shoes of their historical counter-
parts. Until Turn 12, Mark and Dale did a fair job of 
cooperating, but with the game on the line, things 
fell apart. After hammering out a solution for at-
tack resolution, the Americans found themselves 
confronting three unsupported artillery batteries 
that could be overrun and captured for a VP each. 
The French also had several good attacks. Victory 
hung in the balance. In an amazing run of luck, 
Mark won three die rolls in a row to drive the score 

to French 8, Americans 8, British Mo-
rale 1. His final attack had adjusted 
odds of 3:2 +2. He took the champion-
ship when he gained one last VP and 
the British step loss ended the game.  

2008 Results
Mark Miklos, GA
Dale Long, NJ
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
O David Stiffler, VA
O Rob McCracken, DE
O John Vasilakos, VA

 Mark Miklos, GA
24   1999-2008

Mark Miklos, GA Tom Gregorio, PA

Top Laurelists
Mark Miklos, GA 219
Dale Long, NJ 74
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 64
John Vasilakos 60
Cliff Hansen, NM 48
Jim Tracy, OH    42
Volko Ruhnke, VA 42
John Miklos, GA 30
Don Hanle, VA 30
Andrew Maly 29
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Top Laurelists
Steve Raszewski, MD 60
David Huss, NY 38
Jeff Spaner, MD 30
Pat Mirk, FL 29
Chris Greenfield, NY 22
Matt Bacho, MD 22
Rob Mull, CO 20
Stephen Shedden, TN    18
Andrew Fedin, PA 15
Frank Mestre, NY 12

2008 Results
Nels Thompson, NY
Don Greenwood, MD
Scott Fenn, MD
 Scott Moll, VA
O B. Passacantando, CT
O Andrew Cummins, UK

 Andrew Cummins, UK
20   1994-2008

Top Laurelists
Don Greenwood, MD 322
Andrew Cummins, UK 276
Nels Thompson, VA 238
Jim Doughan, PA 183
Alan Applebaum, MA 180
Jim Eliason, IA 176
Bryan Eshleman, NC 153
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 151
Tom Dworschak, GA 136
Henry Jones, PA 136Nels Thompson , NY

Breakout Normandy (BKN)

Despite the best efforts of the pack, the Final 
was contested by two former champs, Nels 

Thompson (2004) and Don Greenwood (1998). 
Nels claimed the Germans by gifting the Allies 
70 supply, the equivalent of an extra turn of good 
weather impulses. The Allies had an excellent start, 
all beach landings were successful, Bretteville, and 
then Verson, cleared, but the advantage was lost 
to a late weather change that allowed Cherbourg 
forces to move to cover Carentan. 

On the 7th, the US cleared St Mere-Eglise, re-
gaining the advantage but lost it again when a +3 
assault into Caen failed twice. In recompense, the 
8th lasted from C to 11, Bayeux, Isigny and Foret 
falling to the Allies. On the 9th, focus of the game 
moved to Carentan, where it stayed for the dura-
tion. After some delaying action in Isigny and an 
early weather change to dry, the advantage came 
back to the Allies following a deadly air bombard-
ment on Carentan. The allies had three major as-
saults with a chance to take the city on the 10th 
and 11th but failed. Opening bombardments were 
about par. An impulse 1 10:2 German bombard-
ment of units in Carentan netted 4 units spent, 
including the lead armor. Don passed on an even-
odds roll to clear before the final German unit was 
put into the area. When he rolled a 
3 on an impulse 4 bombardment, 
he re-rolled, but failed again with a 
3 for the game end, giving Nels the 
game and championship.

Brawling Battleships Steel (BBS)

Although there was a new GM and a 
new format, the tournament contin-

ued to reward capable play by defending 
champ Steve Raszewski and 2006 champ David 
Huss, who both made the Finals once again. The 
recent change in the tournament format, qualify-
ing heats to a single session, single elimination 
tournament was quite successful.

Pat Mirk—who was recipient of the legend-
ary curse of Mata Hari in 2007 and finished fourth 
that year—finally won the championship. In 2007, 
Mirk—a veteran WBC player—was topped by 
an almost impossible play by evenual champion  
Andrew Chitwood who pulled three event cards, 
both Mata Hari cards (a spy card that lets you 
draw two cards from an opponent’s hand) and the 
Radio Intercept card that lets you draw two cards 
from the discard pile. Andrew stole two of Pat’s 
cards, even though Mirk was sitting immediately 
to his left, and normally the play is better against 
players to the right. Everyone at the table was sur-
prised when Andrew played the second Mata Hari 
on Pat, reducing him to two cards. When Andrew 
then played the Radio Intercept card and picked 
up both Mata Hari cards from the discard pile ev-
eryone at the table immediately encouraged him to 

play the third spy on Pat to let him 
have the honor of being the sole re-
cipient of Mata Hari’s curse. For his 
anguish, Pat received a nice prize 
to commemorate the notoriety.

2008 Results
Patrick Mirk, FL
Stephen Raszewski, MD
David Huss, NY
O Brad Raszewski, MD
O Matt Bacho, MD
O Jim Mehl, VA

 Evan Hitchings, DE
29   2004-2008

Pat Mirk, FL
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2008 Results
Anne Norton, NJ
Ted Drozd, IL
O Cheryl Burkey, PA
O Ben Gardner, VA
O Paul Bean, MA
O Dave Bohnenberger, PA

 Beth Zhao, TX
148   2006-2008

Top Laurelists
Ewan McNay, CT 277
Nick Benedict, PA 192
James Jordan, MD 96
Mark Smith, KY 82
Scott Pfeiffer, SC 73
David Gantt, SC 70
Richard Curtin, NY 60
David Yoon, NY 41
Barry Smith, NY 40
Mike Fox, IL 40

2008 Results
Ewan McNay, NY
John Morris, MD
Jim Jordan, MD
Mark Smith, KY
O Barry Smith, NY
O Matt O’Connor, NJ

 James Jordan, MD
37   1991-2008

Top Laurelists
Anne Norton, NJ  30
Rob Winslow, NY 20
David Burkey, PA 20
Ted Drozd, IL 18
Cheryl Burkey, PA 12 
Nick Page, ON 12
Jay Fox, NJ 12
Ben Gardner, VA 9
Jordan Flawd, PA 8
L. Dan Hoffman, MD 8

Ewan McNay, NY Anne Norton, NJ

Can’t Stop (CNS)

Every night at WBC now has a late night slot at 
11 PM filled with quick, light fare that draws 

big crowds. Wednesday appears to belong to 
Can’t Stop, which drew triple digits while posting 
its third attendance increase in a row.

Since the game is easy to learn and only takes 
about 20 minutes to play, we were able to get 
through the preliminary rounds quickly. Thanks 
to everyone who brought games (especially the 
CABS gang that brought eight copies), we didn’t 
have anyone standing around waiting to play. 
Tournament format remained the same. Players 
sat down as they pleased with four to a table. 

Festive cheering squads at each table depart-
ed after the semi-final, and in the relative quiet 
of the witching hour, Anne Norton walked away 
as champion. She earned an early advantage by 
being the only one not to bust on the first turn, 
and she proved consistent in closing out columns, 
though Cheryl Burkey was the first to close out 
a column (number 11). Anne was right behind, 
closing out number 7. She kept up speed by only 
letting one more column be taken before she 
added number 3. Ted Drozd and Cheryl took two 
columns each, but Anne reigned supreme when 
she closed out her third column to win with the 
3-7-8 combo. We’re not sure if her 
“No Whammy” chant strategy 
when rolling the dice gave her any 
advantage, but expect some imita-
tors next year. 

Britannia (BRI)

Preliminary heats gave four wins each to Yel-
low, Green, and Red and three to Blue. Spe-

cial awards went to Ewan—for the highest score, 
Duane Wagner—for taking an unusual chance, 
and Duane again for achieving the lowest score 
as a semi-finalist. The semi-final was manned by 
many of the usual suspects, with three top Lau-
relists advancing—Ewan McNay, Jim Jordan, and 
Mark Smith. Wildcard John Morris joined the crew, 
as well, when a knife fight between the players in 
his game allowed him to take control.

Opening move in the Final happened offboard, 
as Ewan’s Red and John’s Blue agreed to a peace 
deal dividing England between the Angles and 
Saxons. Mark’s Romans (Yellow) did a great job of 
controlling Boudicca’s revolt. Romans in the pre-
lims averaged 115, while Mark pulled in 136. Jim’s 
Belgae (Green), who had averaged 22 points in the 
prelims, scored only 10. Toward the middle, the 
game settled into détente as the Angles and Saxons 
prepared for the Danes and Dubliners. Since the 
board was full when mid-game invaders arrived, 
the Danes cut a deal with the Saxons to maintain 
a kingdom around Lindsey and Norfolk. When 
the Dubliners came aboard, they tried to even the 
game and pull back Red. They made inroads, but 

in the end, a very balkanized board 
told the tale. Ewan pulled out a nar-
row Red win with 224 points, while 
Green and Blue tied with 213 each, 
and Yellow finished with 196.
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2007 Results
Sam Atabaki, CA
Mike Kaltman, PA
Rich Meyer, MA
O Jeff Meyer, MA
O Andrew Gerb, MD
O Louis Gehring, IN

 Peter Putnam, MD
43   2006-2008

2007 Results
Robbie Mitchell, VA
Olin Hentz, CT
Ken Gutermuth, NC
O Kevin Wojtaszczyck, NY
O Marilyn Flowers, MD
O Dan Mathias, MD

 Tom McCorry, VA
84   2002-2008

Top Laurelists
Peter Putnam, MD 67
Andrew Gerb, MD 56
Sam Atabaki, CA 52
Jeremy Spencer, NC 40
Rich Meyer, MA 30
Michael Kaltman, PA 26
Rod Spade, PA 22
Raphael Lehrer, MD 12
Chris Trimmer, TX 12
Tom DeMarco, NJ 12

Top Laurelists
Robbie Mitchell, VA 69
Richard Jones, UK 50
L. Dan Hoffman, MD 50
Scott Buckwalter, MD 42
Olin Hentz, CT 36
Debbie Gutermuth, TX 33
Katie McCorry, VA 30
Jennifer Drozd, IL 30
Jay Fox, NJ 30
Laurel Stokes, NJ 27 Sam Atabaki, CARobbie Mitchell, VA

Caylus (CYL)

Coming out of his semi-final game, Mike 
Kaltman squeezed by defending champion 

Andy Gerb, Rich Atwater and Rod Davidson 
in a ridiculously close game with a 78-78-77-
68 tally. His tie-breaker win was redemption 
for Mike who had been on the short end of a 
similarly close Final at the last EuroQuest. Cali-
fornian Sam Atabaki was the hot player com-
ing into the Final, scoring 106 in the heat and 92 
points in the Semi. The always dangeous father 
and son team of Jeff and Richard Meyers earned 
the last two seats.

Richard took the early lead in the Final, 16 
points to Mike’s 10, Sam’s 8 and Jeff’s 7 after 
the Dungeon Phase. The game tightened in the 
Castle Phase with Richard at 33, Sam 33, Mike 
27 and Jeff 27. The hot hand won out as Sam 
beat Mike late in the game with four batches 
to three to gain the critical late favors. The final 
score was Sam 90, Mike 74, Richard 73 and Jeff 
65. This capped a very impressive run for Sam, 
who averaged 96 points per game and a 12 point 
margin of victory.

In terms of strategy, most games saw a battle 
between the strong building favor technique 
and the strategy that uses early wood build-
ing  with the mason. However, the 
prestige point favor track, money 
dominance and even the resource 
track—widely considered weakest 
options—made good showings. 

Carcassonne (CAR)

Among Round 1’s five-player games, Kevin 
Wojtaszyk had the highest score with 79 

points—32 of them coming from farmers—and 
Eric Hymowitz had the lowest winning total with 
48 points. GM Tom McCorry started 0-2, losing the 
first eliminator game to Lisa “I got all the Mon-
asteries” Gutermuth 90 to 100. One of the more 
exciting and high scoring matches of the tourna-
ment came in this round when Joe Chacon beat 
Alex Gesing 159 to 157. McCorry eliminated Eric 
Monte in Round 3 to balance the bracket. Ken 
Gutermuth, Kevin Wojtaszyk, Olin Hentz, and 
defending champion Robbie Mitchell advanced to 
the Semi. In the consolation bracket, Marilyn Flow-
ers claimed victory 129 to 97 over Dan Mathias.

Olin overcame Ken’s superior farm scoring to 
advance to the Final 117 to 99. Robbie extended 
his unbeaten streak to 10 games—going back to 
last year’s WBC—with a convincing win over 
Kevin 132 to 103. Ken came back in the Bronze 
Medal game to beat Kevin 132 to 106 and claim 
the third place plaque. In a very close Final, Rob-
bie extended his unbeaten streak and defended 
his championship with a 129 to 126 win. 

Next year will incorporate two changes 
based on 2008’s feedback. The first is to remove 

one straight road tile from the set 
in two-player games so that each 
player gets 35 turns. The second is 
to use four-player games in Round 
1 to give players extra turns.
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Top Laurelists
Mike Galandiuk, OH 40
Bob Heinzmann, FL 40
Bryan Collars, SC 24
David desJardins, CA 24
Greg Courter, MI 16
Chris Storzillo, NJ 16
Mark McBride, OH 12
Ray Stakenas, MI 12
Bob Heinzmann, FL 8
Bruce Young, SC 8

2008 Results
Mike Galandiuk, OH
Bryan Collars, SC
Greg Courter, MI
Mark McBride, OH
O Bob Heinzmann, FL
O Joe Chacon, VA

 Joel Tamburo, IL
55   2007-2008

2008 Results
Josh Githens, SC
Richard Curtin, NY
Kathleen Lockwood, VA
Jed Shambeda, PA
Philip Livingston, DE
 Karl Henning, CT

 John Jacoby, VA
98   1991-2008

Top Laurelists
Josh Githens, SC 225
Steve Katz, VA 144
Tom Saal, MI 120
Anthony Musella, VA  102
Scott Sirianna, NY 80
John Tighe, NJ 72
Bill Beckman, SC 72
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ 68
Mike Stanley, OH 60
Karl Henning, CT 56 Mike Galandiuk, OH

Combat Commander (CBC)

The tournament thrived for a second year, with 
even higher attendance. Wednesday’s Mul-

ligan Round featured 32 players. Play was tense 
and rules questions were few and far between. SE 
play started at 2pm Friday with a good crowd on 
hand. Play was faster than last year, as evidenced 
by the fact that we got all the way through the 
semi-final before quitting for the night despite 
starting five hours later. Defending champion Bob 
Heinzman made it to the Quarter-Final before be-
ing vanquished. One game had to be adjudicated 
that round. 

The Final pitted Assistant GM Bryan Collars 
against WBC newcomer Mike Galandiuk. After 
a well-fought game, Mike prevailed to earn WBC 
wood in his inaugural trip to the convention. He 
chose the DVD Where Eagles Dare as his special 
prize. Bryan finished second and received a Kelly’s 
Heroes DVD as consolation.

GM Joel Tamburo introduced a new scenario 
list this year. It was well-received by players. Over-
all, the choices were balanced and fun to play. No 
players chose to use the Random Scenario Gen-
erator, as opposed to the four who opted for that 
course last year. 

Next year will be interesting times for Combat 
Commander, as the Pacific Theater 
game will be released by then. As 
always we will be looking at the 
format and scenario mix to see 
where it can be improved. 

Circus Maximus (CMS)

No fewer than 15 chariots—eight heavy, two 
medium and five light—were entered to race 

in the Final. Four chariots and as many horses 
were destroyed in the driving exhibition that fol-
lowed. Amazingly, half of the destroyed chariots 
met their maker at the hands of Marie Pack, who 
was driving a light. She used her whip skillfully 
to “help” them swerve into the wall.

The end of the race proved that the dice gods 
hate any sign of hubris. On the last straightaway, 
defending champion Josh Githens carefully 
counted and found that when his chit was pulled, 
he would just cross the finish line. He announced 
that he was not going to whip his horses since 
he had the race won without further effort. The 
dice god’s ears pricked up at this audacity. Since 
Josh was moving at a speed of 18, he had to roll 
his wheel damage. He rolled a 2 on his 3 damage 
wheel, flipping his chariot and dragging him 17 
spaces forward. Since his speed had been reduced 
by one, lacking a driver modifier, his horses man-
aged to get across the line, but Josh—the vicarious 
driver—remained prostate in the field of play.

Angela Collinson took this as a sign and pro-
ceeded to trample the dragged side of beef next 
to the finish line. When Josh cleared the hooves, 

he had only two hits left. When 
his chit was drawn he dragged 
across the line in first and man-
aged to roll a 2 to survive and 
defend his title. 

Josh Githens, SC
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Top Laurelists
Nick Benedict, CA 115
Andy Marshall, MD 96
Tom Pasko, CT 76
Andy Bartalone, MD 60
Alvaro Ugaz, VA 60
Simon Bouton, UK 60
Nick Palmer, UK 56
Rick Desper, MD 56
Tom Kobrin, NC 48
Ric Manns, IN 48

Top Laurelists
Bill O’Neal, NY 61
Brian Conlon, CT 46
Tony Curtis, OK 30
Jack Morrell, NY 24
Jeff King, ME 18
Andy Finkel, UK 18
Allan Kaplan, NJ 12
Riku Reikkinen, Finland 12
Rob March, CA 9
Peter Stein, OH 8 Tom Haver, OHBrian Conlon, CT

2008 Results
Tom Haver, OH
Eric Grinnell, KY
Nick Palmer, UK
Brian Shelden, DC
O Dan Broh-Kahn, MD
O Paul Konka, MD

 Tom Pasko, CT
22   1991-2008*

2008 Results
Brian Conlon, CT
Jeff King, ME
Riku Reikkinen, FN
O Bill O’Neal, NY
O Andy Joy, MD
O Paul Skrabut, FL

 Andy Lewis, DE
40   2006-2008

Diplomacy (DIP)

Draws in 2008 had fewer partici-
pants, so the action was fast and 

the tension was thick. The two boards 
on Friday finished with two- and three-way 
draws. Saturday morning had two more boards 
that finished with two- and five-way draws. Sun-
day’s lone board was filled with lots of action as 
the top scorers maneuvered for position on the 
leader board. It ended up as a four-way draw.

Nick Palmer took a break from Parliament and 
came back to defend his crown, but he missed by 
“this much.” Two newcomers to the convention—
Tom Haver and Eric Grinnell—walked away with 
the first- and second-place awards as a result of be-
ing involved in a two-way draw. Next year should 
prove tougher for them to duplicate since they are 
now a known quantity at WBC.

WBC has official plaques for the top four fin-
ishers, and we gave mini-plaques to the rest. Top 
board finishers were Thomas Haver, Eric Grin-
nell, Nick Palmer, Brian Sheldon, Daniel Broh-
Kahn, Paul Konra and Paul Camina. A silver shiv 
went to Dylan Routh (England) for his stab on 
Brian Sheldon (Germany). Brian went from 7 in 
‘03 to 3 in ‘04 and 0 in ‘05.  We also had blocks 
of wood for best country awards, which went 
to Tom Haver (Austria), Paul Konka (England), 
Nick Palmer (France), Paul Cam-
ina (Italy), Tom Haver (Russia), 
and Eric Grinnell (Turkey).

Be sure to recruit for 2009!

Commands & Colors (CCA)

Four-player groups of players took on each 
other in the first round’s Bagrades scenario. 

For side selection, players bid complete battle dice 
re-rolls they were willing to give their opponent. 
The results were close, with Carthage coming out 
on top 33-27. Ten group winners plus six players 
with 2-1 records advanced. The second round used 
the Ilipia scenario and four-player groups again. It 
was not as balanced, and the Romans went 15-8. 
Only one group had a 3-0 player. The other groups 
advanced the winner with a 2-1 record, wih tie-
breakers based on head-to-head records in their 
group. Thus, defending champ Bill O’Neal—who 
has made the Semi all three years, returning Lau-
relist Brian Conlon, Jeff King, and Riku Riekkinen 
moved forward. They used the Gabiene scenario 
and played each side against the same opponent.  
In a repeat of one of last year’s semi-final games, 
Conlon played O’Neal. This time Brian got his re-
venge and had the better of Bill, winning with both 
sides. The other match was closer, with Jeff and 
Riku each winning once. Jeff advanced by virtue of 
capturing 10 banners to Riku’s eight.

This set the stage for a Final between Conlon 
and King at Gaugamela. It was a split decision, 
with the Macedonians winning twice. Even the 

losses were close, with total blocks killed 
at 33-37 and total mounted killed at 22-
22. Brian triumphed by concentrating 
his attacks and taking 11 banners while 
losing only nine. 

*The event did not run in 2005.
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Top Laurelists
Greg Thatcher, CA 62
Jason Levine, NY 62
Rob Flowers, MD 52
Geoff Pounder, ON 46
Charlie Kersten, OH 40
Jay Fox, NJ 40
Mark Guttag, VA 40
Robb Effinger, ON 39
Stu Hendrickson, VA 36
David Buchholz, MI 32

Top Laurelists
Bill Dyer, IL 126
Phil Barcafer, PA 72
Steve Koehler, NC 70
Joe Abrams, CT 64
Glenn McMaster, ON 61
Brad Johnson, IL 42
Andrew Clark, AZ 40
Jay Schlaffer, DC 40
Benoit Groulx, QC 36
Anne Marie Dilworth, NY   30

Glenn McMaster, ON Geoff Pounder, ON

2008 Results
Geoff Pounder, ON
Marc Berenbach, MA
Greg Thatcher, CA
O Robb Effinger, ON
O Tim Mossman, MD
O Jeff Meyer, MA

 Rob Flowers, MD
61   1999-2008

2008 Results
Glenn McMaster, ON
Benoit Groulx, QC
Stephane Dorais, QC
O Matt Fagan, NJ
O Bill Dyer, IL
O Rob Barnes, WV

 Brad Johnson, IL
28   1992-2008

El Grande (ELG)

Two previous champs—Robb Effinger (2007) 
and Greg Thatcher (2006), 2005 Laurelist Geoff 

Pounder, frequent semi-finalist Marc Berenbach, 
and relative newcomer Tim Mossman advanced to 
the Final. Right away, Greg used the King action 
that allowed Geoff to score the 6’s and 7’s. Geoff 
took the score, putting him at 14 points and Greg 
at 13, with the rest trailing behind. In Turn 2, Tim 
scored the 5’s to catch up to them. During the first 
scoring round, Greg scored well enough to place 
him in first with 36 points. Robb had 31, and the 
others were within five points. In Turn 4, Tim put 
both himself and Geoff within three points of the 
lead. On Turn 5, the overall spread was 12 points.

Geoff continued to strengthen his board posi-
tion while other players attacked the leaders. For 
the second round of scoring, Geoff scored in seven 
of the ten regions and was the only player to get 
points for his Grande. Geoff tied Greg for the lead 
at 60, although the players were all within four 
points. In Turn 7, Geoff spent his 13 to grab a scor-
ing card, adding eight points to his score. Marc got 
four points to barely put him into second. Midway 
though Turn 8, Geoff picked up a Veto card that 
gave him leverage to protect his lead. He used it to 
good effect in Turn 9, influencing Tim’s move of the 
King and allowing Geoff to score Old 
Castile, gaining eight points and put-
ting him 11 ahead. Although Geoff’s 
third scoring round was meager, his 
lead was too much to overcome.

Dune (DUN)

With the exception of one solo victory (a Guild 
default win), wins went to 5 two-player and 

3 three-player alliances. Bene Gesserit retained 
their reputation as the “winningest” faction, par-
ticipating in six wins. House Harkonnen had an 
uncharacteristic down year, with only three wins. 
Best Faction plaques went to Ty Hansen for At-
reides; Bill Dyer: BG; Benoit Groulx: Emperor; 
Jean-Francois Gagne: Fremen; Alan Arvold: Guild; 
and Matt Fagan: Harkonnen.

A strong Canadian contingent advanced to the 
Final, with Glenn McMaster drawing the Guild; 
Benoit Groulx, the BG; and Stephane Dorais, the 
Fremen. Rounding out the finalists were 1997 
champ Matt Fagan with the Atreides, Rob Barnes 
with the Harkonnen, and two-time champion Bill 
Dyer as the Emperor. On Turn 4, three alliances 
emerged that would remain until the end of the 
game: Fremen-Emperor, Atreides-Harkonnen, 
and Guild-BG. At one point, the Guild and BG ac-
tually sealed their alliance with a publicly binding 
agreement, virtually unheard of! By Turn 11, each 
faction held exactly one stronghold apiece, with 
Carthag controlled by each faction at least once 
during the game. In the last turns, parity contin-
ued, and it became a question of whether the Fre-

men or the Guild would achieve their 
default victory conditions. After 15 
grueling turns, the Guild claimed 
victory by successfully preventing 

conclusive ownership of Arrakis.
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2008 Results
Harald Henning, CT
Eric Brosius, MA
Tom Wade, IN
Debbie Gutermuth, NC
Dave Steiner, DE
O Tom Dunning, NY

 Tom Dunning, NY
66   1999-2008

2008 Results
Robert Eastman, NV
John Elliott, MD
Kevin Coombs, GA
O Tim Evinger, PA
O Bill Peeck, NY
O Bill Alderman, VA

 Bill Alderman, VA
46   1991-2008

Top Laurelists
Matt Evinger, PA 69
Gordon Rodgers, PA 60
Mike Sincavage, VA 48
Bill Peeck, NY 38
Mike Mitchell, GA 36
Evan Hitchings, DE 35
Robert Eastman, NV 33
Tom Wojke, PA 30
Alan Arvold, IL 27
Wade Fowble, MD 20

Top Laurelists
Jim Yerkey, MD 110
Harald Henning, CT 100
Tom Dunning, NY 97
Richard Meyer, MA 82
Eric Brosius, MA 80
Steve Okonski, MD 70
Donna Balkan, ON 61
Debbie Gutermuth, NC 60
Bill Navolis, PA 50
Paul Van Bloem, MD 40 Robert Eastman, NVHarald Henning, CT

Enemy In Sight (EIS)

Nine winners emerged from the heats, and 
eight of them—including former champi-

ons Bill Peeck (2004) and Tim Evinger (1997)—ea-
gerly appeared for the semi-final and ended up 
proceeding directly to the Final 

Rob Eastman sailed out to a lead at the end of 
the first hand, with 46 points, followed by Peeck 
(38), Evinger (34) and GM Bill Alderman (30). 
Most of the scoring was in prizes, though there 
was the usual spate of sinking smaller ships once 
the Break-the-Line cards made their appearance. 
The second hand deal left some players with 
powerful First Rate Broadsides for their Third 
Rate (or smaller) Ships. (Not much use.)

Eastman was under siege immediately, tar-
getted by a Break-the-Line and a variety of at-
tacks. He was whittled down to one ship in his 
line, but he used an Additional Ship card to 
return to two. In the meantime, others had the 
pleasure of attracting attention, including all of 
the players with 30 points or more. 

No one lost all their ships, but many had 
three or fewer in the line at one point. Through it 
all, Eastman had Boarding Party cards while oth-
ers did not, so he captured prizes and was able to 
keep them afloat even though he couldn’t remove 
the Line Breakers. He won with 
62 points, followed closely by 
John Elliott (60), Kevin Coombs 
(57), Evinger (52), Peeck (46) 
and Alderman (39). 

Empire Builder (EPB)

While last year’s Final saw a lot of new faces, 
this year it was back to the usual suspects. 

After taking sixth-place laurels and just missing 
the Final the past two years, Debbie Gutermuth 
won her semi-final game, besting Mike Zorrer, 
who just missed getting laurels. Defending cham-
pion Eric Brosius had a runaway win over 2003 
champ Donna Balkan and former finalist Harald 
Henning took a decisive win over 2006 champ 
Rich Meyer. In another game, Tom Wade racked 
up the high score of the tournament with $295. 
The closest contest of the Semi allowed Dave 
Steiner to return to the Final with a win over two-
time champion Tom Dunning, who finished with 
enough money to claim sixth place laurels.

Harald Henning’s fourth trip to the Final 
proved a charm. Even after a rough start that saw 
him lose one and a half turns to disaster cards, 
Harald overcome his rivals by building a leaner, 
more efficient network. Defending champion Eric 
Brosius put in a valiant effort to defend his crown, 
but he finished just short. 

Nine different variants hit the tables during the 
tourney. Empire Builder with Mexico was the most 
popular, with seven plays in the heats, followed by 
India Rails with four plays. Original Empire Builder 

without Mexico (used for the Final) and 
Eurorails each had three, Iron Dragon, Lu-
nar Rails and Martian Rails each had two, 
and China Rails and British Rails brought 
up the rear with one game apiece.
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Top Laurelists
Bruce Reiff, OH 217
Bill Cleary, MD 90
Ken Whitesell, MD 63
Kevin Keller, MD 33
Ray Stakenas II, MI 30
Bert Schoose, IL 24
Marvin Birnbaum, NY   24
David Rynkowski, NY   24
Paul O’Neil, MD 21
Dan Dolan Jr, NJ 18

Top Laurelists
Aaron Silverman, FL 44
Doug Hoylman, MD 42
Paul Bean, MA 40
Richard Irving, CA 32
Richard Meyer, MA 32
Randy Cox, SC 31
Winton LeMoine, CA 28
Pitt Crandelmire, MA 24
Eric Brosius, MA 24
Sean McCulloch, OH 20

Paul Bean, MA Bruce Reiff, OH

2008 Results
Bruce Reiff, OH
Dan Dolan Jr, NJ
Ray Stakenas, MI
O Bert Schoose, IL
O Josh Cooper, MD
O Michael Schoose, IL

 Nate Hoam, OH
23   1991-2008

2008 Results
Paul Bean, MA
Rob Winslow, NY
O Eric Brosius, MA
O Matt Amitrano, VA
O Ed Kendrick, UK
O Rich Meyer, MA

 Arthur Field, SC
43   1993-2008

Football Strategy (FBS)

Dan Dolan Jr. was obviously nervous facing top 
Laurelist Bruce Reiff in the Final. Reiff scored 

a touchdown on his opening drive, intercepted the 
ball on the next series, and threw a 35 yard pass 
for a second touchdown. As the seconds of the first 
quarter ticked away, Bruce led 14 to zip. Accord-
ing to Dolan, it was “like a manatee getting hit by 
a motorboat.” Bruce got another TD in the open-
ing minutes of the second quarter, which seemed 
to convince Dan that he should start playing foot-
ball instead of ogling the cheerleaders. With five 
minutes left in the half, he managed to score two 
touchdowns, cuting Bruce’s lead to 7. 

In the third quarter, Dan managed to fumble 
the ball on the power off tackle play, setting Reiff 
up for an easy field goal. The rest of the quarter 
was a see-saw battle, but an interception by Dan 
with three minutes left gave him some momen-
tum, and in the fourth quarter, Dan got a field goal 
with 10:45 left. On the following kick-off, Bruce’s 
special teams gave him excellent field position on 
the 50, but Dan’s defense kept Bruce to a field goal. 
Dan’s offense then cut the lead to 3 with only 2:30 
left on the clock. Bruce recovered the ensuing on-
side kick, and he tried to run out the clock. Dan 
managed to stop him but used all of his time-outs. 
Dan got the ball a final time with only 
1:15 left. He set up a passing play, but 
Bruce anticipated the move and inter-
cepted the ball to end the game. The 
final score was 27 to 24.

Facts In Five (FI5)

Agood showing in every puzzle is bet-
ter than winning just one. After Puz-

zle 1. Matt Amitrano led the pack with 
19 correct (the best score for the night), followed 
closely by Eric Brosius, Ed Kendrick and Paul 
Bean. Brosius and Rich Fetzer scored the highest 
in Round 2, with 15, followed by Bean, just one be-
hind. In Round 3, Bean continued to excel, with a 
17, closely followed by Kendrick with 16. Puzzle 
4 sought African capital cities, Asian capital cities, 
major political party Presidential election losers, 
Beatles album titles, and boroughs of London. Rob 
Winslow—with his knowledge about the Beatles—
came through with a score a 17. Bean, Meyer and 
Kendrick continued to score well. 

The final puzzle was a four-minute lightning 
round with general knowledge categories of base-
ball 300-game winning pitchers, Disneyworld 
Magic Kingdom rides and attractions, AKC terrier 
dog breeds, countries without extradition treaties 
with the United States, and Madonna album titles. 
Winslow, Brosius, Francis Spencer, and Bean all 
scored 11. (Bean knew his AKC breeds and pitch-
ers, but not any Disney rides.)

In the end, Bean achieved a total score of 69 of a 
possible 125 (55.2%). Winslow was hot on his heels 

with 66, followed by Eric Brosius (62). 
(Brosius got team points for his third-
place finish.) Other top finishers were 
Matt Amitrano (60), Kendrick (58) and 
Rich Meyer (57). 
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Top Laurelists
Barry Smith, NY 89
Lance Fogel, PA 78
Jason Levine, NY 60
Robert Kircher, MA 38
Roderick Lee, CA 36
Mario Veillette, QC 30
James Kendrick, UK 30
Steve May, MD 30
Keith Levy, MD 30
Stan Buck, MD 24

Formula De (FDE)

Ten drivers raced on a 1:64 scale version of 
Spa Francorchamps in the Final. Matt Bacho, 

qualifying first and driving for Ferrari,  put some 
distance between his car and second, but fell vic-
tim to engine damage midway through the first 
lap and finished last. Harrison Anderson, the lone 
repeating Laurelist in the field, conserved his ve-
hicle for the first 1-1/2 laps, but his suspension gave 
way when he took an aggressive line to catch the 
leader. He fell just short of the podium in the same 
5th place slot he held in 2007. Brady Wade’s Team 
Honda entry looked good until the last corner. 
Coming through the chicane just before the finish 
line, Wade overshot the exit and spun out with the 
checkered flag in sight, taking fourth place. Andy 
Maly took advantage of Wade’s spin to leapfrog 
into second place. Stanley Buck used patience and 
a car preservation strategy to transform an eighth-
place starting position into third place as the only 
car left on the track for the last half lap. 

Mario Veillette, driving the Torro Rosso ve-
hicle, was the surprise of the Grand Prix event. 
Starting from 9th, he was able to weave through 
traffic in just one lap. Torro Rosso called him into 
the pits at the end of Lap 1. The strategy paid off, 
as after Lap 1 Veillette had both the lead and a 
fresh car. When he exited the pits, he appeared 
to be one with the track, hit-
ting corner apexes at fantas-
tic speeds and never relin-
quishing the lead.

For The People (FTP)

Riku Riekkinen (CSA) took out eight-time 
champion James Pei (USA) in the Final when 

he doubled the Union in SW on Turn 8. His victory 
helped end Pei’s Nest of Spies’ winning streak. 

Riku has never lost with the Union. His win-
ning CSA strategy is to not defend Richmond, 
rather to move all of his forces into the West or 
through West Virginia. His goal is to block the 
five rail lines that enter the map in the west. The 
idea is to give up SW and shut down 10 Union 
SPs of reinforcements for a turn or two. As the 
South gains the SP edge, they begin to score 
some raids, which recover the SW given up by 
the loss of Richmond and double up the Union 
in the mid-game. His innovation is he does not 
worry about converting the rail spaces, as it is 
easy for the Union to cut off an early excursion. 
He just places SPs on them (and several Union 
State capitals) to accomplish his initial objective.

David Dockter and James apply a similar 
strategy when they play the CSA, but they have 
focused on cutting off DC for two turns, which 
protects Richmond. The “Riku gambit” leaves 
Richmond vulnerable, enticing the Union to take 
it, and giving the CSA time to move across the 
Ohio in the West. A Union player confronted with 
no opposition in the East can shift almost all of 

his forces West and leave DC 
fairly unprotected, retaining 
sufficient force to exploit a CC 
to take Richmond. 

2008 Results
Mario Veillette, QC
Andrew Maly, MD
Stan Buck, MD
O Brady Wade, IN
O Harrison Anderson, PA
O Curt Collins, PA

 Josh Githens, SC
63   2000-2008

2008 Results
Riku Reikkinen, FN
James Pei, TX
Chris Byrd, CT
Dave Dockter, MN
O Mark Giddings, NY
O Michael Ussery, MD

 Mark Herman, MD
32   1999-2008

Mario Veillette, QCRiku Reikkinen, FN

Top Laurelists
James Pei, VA 496
David Dockter, MN 162
Mark Giddings, NY 127
Trevor Bender, CA 62
Stefan Mecay, TX 60
Riku Reikkinen, Finland 50
Mike Mitchell, GA 47
Tim Miller, GA 40
Nicholas Pei, CA 38
Baron August, PA 36
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Top Laurelists
Rob Winslow, NY 60
Jon Shambeda, PA 58
John Keating, IL 54
David Buchholz, MI 48
Mark Mitchell, VA 42
Joseph Burch, MD 42
Sean McCulloch, OH 42
Jed Shambeda, PA 38
Steve Cameron, PA 37
Martin Sample, NH 35

Top Laurelists
Lisa Gutermuth, TX 48
Jordan Flawd, PA 30
Forrest Speck, MD 30
Dan Lewis, DE 30
Matt Evinger, PA 30
Bill Place, PA 30
Mike Stachowski, NY 30
Debbie Gutermuth, TX 30
Steve Cameron, PA      28
Katie McCorry, VA 27

Jordan Flawd, PA

Galaxy (GXY)

For a change, the Final was bereft of 
former champs, though there were 

plenty of players familiar with getting to 
the last round. It was the second consecutive ap-
pearance by Danielle Zack, who learned the game 
in 2007. Marty Sample, Jed Shambeda, and GM 
Mark Michell had met previously in the 2006 Final. 
Dave Buchholz last gained Galaxy laurels in 2002.

This year’s Final was close, as usual. No clear 
leader emerged until the final card fell. In the end, 
the winner had to be determined by tiebreaker, 
when both Jed and Mark ended with 11 points. 
(Dave was only one point behind.) Even the tie-
breaker came down to the wire, as Jed had 47 total 
points in his hand and Mark had 52. 

Overall, there was roughly an even balance 
beween worlds eliminated, though Cylor and 
Myrmidon were slightly less likely to live to the 
end. There was, however, favoritism in choosing 
secret bases. Divergence got the call 16 times, and 
Imperial was a distant second with 11. Only three 
players won despite losing their secret bases. One 
of those games produced the hard luck story of 
the event, belonging to Steve Cameron. In his 
semi-final game, he lost nine points at the end of 
the first round. He had four visible points on the 
first world to be eliminated, and it was also his se-
cret base. Despite scoring only 
eight points, he tied for first 
but lost the tie-breaker and the 
opportunity to advance.

Formula Motor Racing (FMR)

Losing both of her cars in the first three races 
of the semi-final earned Danielle Zack the “I 

Lost the Most Cars” award, closely followed by 
April Gardner who managed to lose a car to a 
crash in each of five races during the third heat.

In the first race of the Final, Forrest Speck 
blew an engine and Rich Fetzer lost a car to spin 
out but they finished first and second to mitigate 
their losses. Race 2 saw Forrest, Rich, and Jor-
dan Flawd all lose cars. Race 3 eliminated four 
cars—one each from Jordan, Matt, Rich and For-
rest. At the mid-point, only six points separated 
first and last.

 Nick Smith lost his first car in Race 4, but 
when he won the race, he had the lead with 21 
points. Jordan moved into second, just one point 
behind. In the next race, Nick lost another car 
and fell from first to fifth, still with 21 points. Top 
scores going into the final race were Forrest 28, 
Jordan 23, and the father-son team of Rich and 
Matt Fetzer tied with 22 points each.

Race 6 saw Pam Gutermuth and Matt each 
lose a car. Pam’s other car won the race. Jordan 
finished second, Matt third, Rich fourth, Nick 
fifth, and Forrest sixth. The final score had For-
rest and Jordan tied with 29 points, Matt with 26, 
Rich 25, Pam 24 and Nick 23 points.

It was the first time the 
championship has been de-
cided by the tie-breaker or-
der of finish in the last race. 

2008 Results
Mark Mitchell, VA
Jed Shambeda, PA
Dave Buchholz, MI
O Martin Sample, NH
O Danielle Zack, MD
O Rebecca Hebner, CA

 Mark Mitchell, VA
41   2000-2008

2008 Results
Jordan Flawd, PA
Forrest Speck, MD
Matt Fetzer, NY
O Rich Fetzer, NY
O Pam Gutermuth, FL
O Nick Smith, UK

 Chris LeFevre, AZ
79   2001-2008

Mark Mitchell, VA


